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Makes wort boiling controllable

The boiling of wort is the most energy-intensive process during 
beer production. Therefore, you can reduce production costs 
while at the same time ensuring top wort quality with an 
optimally coordinated system.
The Steinecker Stromboli wort boiling system provides for
− Low thermal loading of the wort
− Protection of foam-positive proteins 
− Formation of the required taste and flavour profile and 
− Stripping of the volatile, unwanted wort components

At a glance
− Controllable and constant evaporation rates
− Available as interior and external boiler system
− Adjustable boiling parameters for different raw material 

qualities or beer types
− Energy consumption reduced to a minimum
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Wort boiling technology

A series of chemical and physical reactions occur during the wort boiling process. 

Time Temperature Evaporation

Sterilisation of the wort 15´ > 99 °C

Isomerisation of the bitter substances 
in hops

40 – 60´ > 95 °C

Inactivation of the enzymes 15´ > 85 °C

Adjustment of the original extract 3 – 8 %

Coagulation of proteins 60´ > 85 °C

Formation of flavours and colour 60´ > 90 °C

Reduction of precursor substances 60´ > 95 °C

Evaporation of the cleavage products 3 – 4 %

The reduction of precursor substances and the evaporation of the resulting 
cleavage products are mutually dependent. Therefore, the boiling system can 
individually handle the parameters time, temperature and evaporation – with a 
60-minute treatment duration and a total evaporation of 3 to 4 percent.
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Wort boiling technology

* Atmospheric, at low pressure from 1,000 metres above sea level

Boiling system Temperature at 
heat exchanger 

in °C

Heat retention 
time in 

minutes

Total evaporation 
in %

Side wall and base 
heating

99 – 100 65 – 90 8 – 10

Internal boiler * 103 – 105 60 – 80 3 – 8

Internal boiler with 
recirculation *

102 – 103 60 – 80 3 – 8

External boiler with 
recirculation *

103 – 105 60 – 80 3 – 8

Thin-film evaporator 99 – 100 30 – 60 2 – 4

High-temperature 
boiling

128 – 132 2 – 4 6 – 8

Rectification boiling 99 – 100 65 – 90 1.5 – 3

Vacuum evaporation 95 65 – 90 3 – 4

Direct steam injection 120 – 135 45 – 60 0 – 1
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DMS – an indicator of wort quality

− The DMS precursor decomposes at high temperatures to 
form free DMS. However, this is highly volatile and is 
expelled by evaporation.

− To separate hot sludge, the wort is pumped into the 
whirlpool after boiling. Here the DMS precursor continues 
to decompose due to the prevailing high temperature. The 
free DMS is no longer expelled because no more 
evaporation takes place.

− The content of free DMS increases again in the whirlpool. 
Once the wort has cooled down the content of the DMS is 
fixed.

− Depending on the quality of the raw material, the boiling 
time must be selected in such a way that the taste threshold 
value of 100 µg/l will not be exceeded despite the re-
increase in free DMS.

Free DMS as an indicator substance is used to measure the 
stripping of unwanted wort components. It has its origins in the 
DMS precursor, which decomposes to form free DMS at 
temperatures of more than 95 °C.
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DMS – an indicator of wort quality

Stromboli wort boiling process
− Stromboli separates the duration of boiling and evaporation.
− In phase 1 the wort is boiled intensively.
− In phase 2 boiling is paused and almost no evaporation takes 

place during this pause.
− In phase 3 the decomposition products are evaporated 

intensively.
− The quantity of energy is measured to ensure that each brew 

experiences the same evaporation.
− The duration of boiling can be varied individually under 

constant evaporation.
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The boiling time is adjusted by varying the boiling pause –
so the total evaporation remains constant. 

4 % total evaporation
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Method of operation

− The central element of the Stromboli internal boiler is a 
venturi nozzle installed above the pipe bundle.

− Driven by an external pump, the wort is conveyed via the 
central dip tube. This creates a vacuum on the outside of the 
nozzle which supports the flow of wort in the pipe bundle.

− If the recirculation rate is six to eight times the full kettle 
quantity per hour, the venturi nozzle additionally enables 
almost the same recirculation rate to be generated.
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Method of operation

− The Stromboli boiling system has two recirculating systems: 
the natural circulation of the boiler and the pump circulation 
with venturi flow.

− The boiling process is divided into three phases:
 Phase 1: Boiling with natural and pump circulation
 Phase 2: Boiling pause with pump circulation and low 

energy supply
 Phase 3: Intensive evaporation with natural and pump 

circulation

Natural and pump circulationPump circulation
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The Stromboli recirculation pump

The recirculation pump is the basis for optimum phase boiling:
− The intensified wort flow in the boiler pipes increases the 

heat transfer to the heating surface.
− This reduced the heating temperatures while at the same 

time significantly reducing fouling in the pipes.
− Interim cleaning is only necessary to a small extent.
− The homogeneous mixing of the kettle contents during 

boiling ensures an excellent hot sludge formation
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The Stromboli wort screen

The wort screen offers ideal conditions for phase boiling:

− Upper outlet: for pump circulation and venturi flow
− Lower outlet: for natural circulation of the boiler
− Significant foaming at 95 – 97 °C during heating up 
− Foaming suppressed by the pump circulation – without 

interrupting the heating process
− The shield height is individually adjusted to the kettle 

geometry so that the wort is thrown to just before the side 
wall during boiling
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The venturi effect

− The venturi effect supports the flow of wort at the heating surface.
− This increases the heat transmission coefficient in order to lower the 

heating medium temperature with the same heating output.

Physical basis:

Heat transmission 
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The facts at a glance

The Stromboli wort boiling system is available as an external 
boiler system. This can be used to
− achieve greater flexibility in the wort volume, as an internal 

boiler must still be covered at the end of boiling,
− realise a larger heating surface so that a longer service life 

without intermediate cleaning is possible,
− carry out retrofitting in existing brewhouses,
− cover the boiling process of two brew lines and
− use the identical boiling phases as with the Stromboli internal 

boiler.
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Benefits to you

Low overall evaporation 
With the Stromboli technology and the integrated stem meter, 
an overall evaporation of approximately four percent is ensured.

Homogeneous mixing of the wort 
Pulsating and foaming of the wort is prevented during the 
heating process. The use of a frequency-controlled wort pump 
enables uniform recirculation of the kettle contents.

Consistent wort quality
The uniform heat treatment ensures a high quality level of the 
wort. In addition, an efficient evaporation of undesirable 
aromatic substances is achieved. The low thermal loading 
protects foam-positive protein fractions 
and improves the flavour stability of the beers.

Improved efficiency
Stromboli achieves a time reduction in production and a reduced 
use of cleaning media and water due to extended cleaning cycles.

Reduced fouling
The use of the venturi nozzle improves the heat transition in the 
boiler pipes so that both the thermal loading of the wort and the 
fouling are reduced.
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Everything from a single source

KIC Krones cleaning agents make your machine shine
Only if the production environment is immaculate, can your 
product be brilliant. KIC Krones provides you with the optimum 
cleaning agents and disinfectants for each individual production 
step. 

KIC Krones Lubricants for every production step
Whether for gears, chains or central lubrication systems – our 
greases and oils are true all-round talents. They can reach every 
lubrication point, protect your line and ensure gentle treatment 
for your products thanks to their food-grade quality.

Evoguard – excellent valve technology all along the line
The valve series of Evoguard comprises a modular system with 
hygienic and aseptic components which contributes to every point 
of the production line with increased performance and which has 
the perfect solution for every process step. 

Evoguard – pumps for absolute process safety
In addition to the separation and locking of a line, one thing is 
particularly important – and that is the reliable conveyance of your 
product. This is why Evoguard also offers innovative centrifugal 
pumps in addition to high-quality valves.
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